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A 1 Where a battle was fought on the 25th October 1415. 
    2 A vegetable that strongly affects the smell of your urine 
    3 Another word for fishing. 
    4 The Spanish fleet of 1588. 
 
B 1 A writing instrument invented by and named after a Hungarian whose first name 

was Laszlo 
    2 An open pastry tart, lined with jam, baked with a filling including almonds. 
    3 Children’s comic first published in 1938 – includes Dennis the Menace. 
    4 The brown bear in The Jungle Book. 
 
C 1 A group of three or more notes played together in harmony. 
    2 The Cathedral in which Thomas Becket was murdered. 
    3 Whist, Rummy, Solo and Casino are examples of this type of game. 
    4 A bun, a flower show and a football team. 
 
D 1 The simpler way of writing deoxyribonucleic acid, the main constituent of 

chromosomes in living creatures. 
    2 A chocolate bar and a type of bus.  
    3 The vampire created by Bram Stoker. 
    4 The Koh-i-noor is one of the largest examples of what? 
 
E  1    A joint in your arm and a pop group? 

   2 The king murdered by means of a red-hot poker. 
    3 Which E wrote the Enigma variations? 
    4 The football team known as The Toffeemen. 
 
F  1 Which F supposedly experimented with a kite during a lightning storm to try to 

understand more about electricity? 
    2 The city containing the Uffizzi Gallery 
    3 A quarter of an old penny. 
    4 Julian, Dick, Anne, George and Timmy make up this five. 
 
G  1 One of London’s airports. 
     2 He wrote the words for Sullivan’s music. 
     3 A large ball-shaped sweet which often changes colour as you suck it. 
     4 Which Swiss G is where the Red Cross has its headquarters? 
 
H  1 The director of such films as Psycho and The Birds. 
     2 The Shakespearean Prince who said: “To be or not to be…” 
     3 A famous department store in Knightsbridge. 
     4 The first name of Admiral Nelson 
 
I    1 This city was once known as Constantinople? 



     2 The second largest island of the British Isles. 
     3 One twelfth of a foot. 
     4 It comes between blue and violet in the spectrum 
 
 
J  1 Roald Dahl gave him an enormous fruit to travel in.  
    2 This French maid was burned at the stake. 
    3 The capital of Indonesia. 
    4 Joshua marched around this city. 
 
K  1 The name by which the Royal Botanic Gardens are commonly known. 
     2 Large brown seaweed 
     3 Which K is the wedge-shaped stone at the top of an arch? 
     4 A smoked herring. 
 
L   1 The period of forty days before Easter 
     2 This hotpot is a stew made from lamb, potatoes and onions. 
     3 An artist famous for industrial landscapes and tiny stick-like figures. 
     4 This bridge was sold to the Americans in the 1960s. 
 
M 1 The most expensive property on a traditional Monopoly board. 
     2 The native tribes of New Zealand 
     3 The second book of the New Testament 
     4 Orange jam made best with bitter Seville oranges. 
 
N  1 The name of the nurse in Peter Pan 
     2 The country from where soldiers in the Gurkha regiment are recruited 
     3 The county Noel Coward described as “Very flat.” 
     4     A pleasant biscuit and a French resort. 
 
 
O  1 The world’s oldest golf tournament. 
     2 The Captain who said: “ I’m just going outside and may be some time.” 
     3 Baron Pierre de Coubertin established these sporting events in 1896. 
     4 Britain’s largest aid agency. 
 
P  1 A bear and a London station. 
    2 The lane in which the Great Fire of London started. 
    3 The annual series of concerts first held at the Albert Hall in 1895 
    4 What the three bears had for breakfast. 
 
Q  1 A state in Australia. 
     2 A case for holding arrows. 
     3 A tart with a savoury filling including cheese and eggs. 
     4 The old word for the metal mercury. 
 
R  1 A form of tennis played in an area imitating a courtyard. 



    2 The luxury car company formed in 1907 
    3 Where the Magna Carta was signed. 
    4 Robert Stephenson’s locomotive, tested at the Rainhill trials. 
 
S  1 Examples of this are consommé, gazpacho and minestrone 
    2 The youth movement founded in 1908 by Baden-Powell. 
    3 A small gun dog with curly coat and drooping ears. 
    4 The highest mountain in Wales. 
 
T   1 A soft toy named after the American president, Theodore Roosevelt. 
     2 Sn is the symbol of this element 
     3 Lapsang Souchong, Darjeeling and Assam are all types of which T? 
     4 This ship sank on her maiden voyage in April 1912. 
 
U  1 A cricket judge. 
     2 The cord which links mother and baby 
     3 A sore which commonly forms in the mouth. 
     4 A brilliant blue which translates to beyond the sea. 
 
V  1 The Italian city built on islands connected by canals. 
     2 A London railway station and a queen. 
     3 A company founded by Sir Richard Branson. 
     4 Stradivarius made these. 
 
W 1 A novel by Richard Adams about a colony of rabbits. 
     2 A public school and an item of footwear. 
     3 The bible of cricketing statistics. 
     4 The architect of St Paul’s Cathedral in London. 
 
Y  1 A slang word for an American. 
     2 A fungus used to produce fermentation. 
     3 This Y is the common name for the Abominable Snowman 
     4 A pudding which is a baked batter of flour eggs and milk. 
 
Z  1 A long narrow fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth. 
    2 The American name for a courgette 
    3 The number system used in the USA to identify postal delivery areas. 
    4 The Greek equivalent of the Roman god Jupiter 
 
 


